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Introduction
The future poses challenges that we do not know and it is essential that as leaders, we
are prepared for the unknowns!
Outstanding is a way of life and it is essential that we develop our abilities to adapt,
encourage, hold to account, inspire and celebrate with our teams. Leadership is
enabling other people to be better than they thought they could be.
The cohort of Leaders for the Future, this year, have taken the opportunity to explore
their own leadership values and how they impact their teams around them and I
commend this booklet to you as an overview of the findings and experiences.
At Kennet School, we value enquiry as an essential part of life as an educationalist.
Our first learning journal provides a good read and is the first of many! I encourage
you to engage in our learning blog (www.kennetlearning.com) as we continually
challenge the status quo within education and seek to explore every opportunity to
maximise the learning experience through training, enquiry and inset development at
all levels.
Finally, this journal underpins our shared belief as a school that Better Never Stops! I
hope you enjoy these records from our very own Leaders for the Future.

Mrs G Piper
Executive Head

September 2018

Can Engagement Be Encouraged and Nurtured?
Sam Martin, Head of Drama and acting Assistant Headteacher, considers
the effectiveness of small group mentoring, positive target setting and
group discussions on motivating pupils identified as passive or lacking
confidence in their learning.

Challenge
Kennet School has a strong reputation for exceptional value added, giving our pupils
better opportunities following good academic results. However, much of the
targeting or intervention we put in place to ensure these results are normally driven
towards those pupils who:
a. Are already keen and enthused;
b. Fall under ‘Able, Gifted and Talented’;
c. Are amongst our most disadvantaged or vulnerable.
Therefore, when starting this project my focus was on a lost ‘middle ground’: pupils
who are passive in class, or at least don’t try their hardest, and do not fit into the usual
intervention groups. To begin with I used the terms ‘disengaged’ and ‘disaffected’ to
describe the type of pupil I was looking for, but found these had undesirable
connotations of defiance that didn’t sit well. Therefore, to ascertain a group of
suitable pupils I looked at the most recent effort data (with a focus on Year 8), picking
out pupils who had poor effort for class work, but weren’t identified as high impact for
behaviour. To narrow this down further I chose pupils whose effort was poor in a core
subject.
The aim was to encourage a more active approach in the classroom, targeting areas
such as contribution to discussion; answering and asking questions and reflection on
the quality of their work. Overall I hoped to forge new study habits and encourage
pupils to push themselves. I hoped that the additional support and guidance would
give confidence and inspire the pupils to participate more in their lessons and to invest
more in their work.

Innovation
Following identification of the pupils I communicated the purpose of this new
mentoring group, ‘Engage’ to the pupils, their parents, their tutors and Heads of
House, as well as all their subject teachers. This was a powerful move as it highlighted
the pupils to both tutors and teachers, opening up a line of communication regarding
concerns around study habits or attitude towards learning, and a bigger focus inside
the classroom.
The first phase of the project took a few forms:
•
•

An initial questionnaire to ascertain more about each of the pupils e.g. their
favourite subject, which subjects they think they excel in and why etc.
A Positive Report card for each pupil. Through conversations with each
individual we identified key targets for them around engagement in the
classroom.
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•

•

Only positive comments could be reported on the card, with the hope that the
encouragement would breed confidence and enthusiasm.
A series of small group seminars/discussions were used to raise awareness of
the importance of engaging with their learning. These covered topics such as
Long Term Goals and Career Aims; The Importance of DIRT and Engaging
Outside the Classroom.
Assemblies to discuss engagement across the whole year group. These were
important to the project to demonstrate to the focus group that everyone is
expected to reflect on their efforts, not just them.

Figure 1. Positive Report grid- only positives comments in connection with the pupil targets allowed.

As the project unfolded I was increasingly aware that my conversations with pupils
alone would not make the whole difference, and that many of the targets being set
were too general or prescriptive. To strengthen the ideas behind the project I
conducted some research into teaching strategies to engage. Like my previous title,
much of the writing on disengagement spoke of poor behaviour instead of poor
learning habits. Although these two are definitely linked, I was keen not to be
attempting to tackle behavioural issues directly, but to develop confidence and
interest. Once I filtered through the suggested strategies for ideas that might help to
inspire, excite and motivate I shared these amongst any interested colleagues who
were teaching pupils in the Engage group. Some of the most useful were:
•

•
•
•

•

Foster a sense of competence. This involves scaffolding work, or giving the
pupils work first that is easily within their capabilities. This will strengthen pupils’
sense of competence in learning skills and therefore give them the confidence
to tackle something more challenging.
Show and celebrate peer coping models by highlighting a pupil who struggles
and eventually succeeds, unpicking what they did to get to the outcome.
Positivity and praise is important, not just picking out what doesn’t work or what
needs improving in a pupil’s work.
In one piece of research it was suggested that ‘each negative piece of
feedback received provides less motivation to excel and leads them (pupils)
to become even more disengaged from academic tasks than before’
(Cooksley).
Modelling expectations of engagement! Try completing the task you have set
alongside the pupils. What strategies are you demonstrating when you get
stuck, or what methods are you sharing for success when approaching the
task?
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•

Be excited about your subject and the content of your lesson! This excitement
and enthusiasm is said to be infectious and motivates pupils to give things a go,
and there (hopefully) becomes a cycle of positivity around a topic or activity.

In addition to these teaching strategies I decided to create more of a focus for the
pupils and gave them each a Target Card in the lead up to their final Progress Check
of the year. This contained personalised targets from their teachers in a subject of their
choice, and the aim was to transform the effort grades they received in that subject.

Engage Target Card with personalised targets to help the pupils identify how to improve their effort
grades.

Evaluating Impact
My main source of evaluation for the project has been through analysis of the pupils’
Progress Checks, and specifically their effort grades. The table below shows the
development of this throughout the year.
Pupil

AR

% I/II
% I/II
% I/II
grades grades grades Additional observations
Autumn Spring Summer
88

88

93

All Is in History in Summer
Review

95

All Is in DT, History, PSHE,
Music an PE in Summer Review

AE
95
LH
LA
TG
MM
MMi
PP
HR
LF

95

74

74

58

95

98

98

88

95

93

78

86

89

All Is in Geography, RS and PE
in Summer Review
Behaviour become worse over
the year
All Is in PSHE, Drama and PE in
Summer Review
All Is in Maths, PSHE, Drama in
Summer Review
All Is in Music and PE in
Summer Review

81

84

86

All Is in RS and PSHE in
Summer Review

95

89

95

98

98

98

97

100

100

All Is in DT in Summer Review
English CW and Beh improved
in Summer Review

%
Target
Level
Met
64

Focus Subject
Summer vs. Spring effort
for Summer
grades in focus subject
Term
Maths
Computing

I I mov ed to I in CW and
Beh

Computing

I I mov ed to I in CW and
Beh

29
64
50
14
36
14
43
29
20

No change

English
Computing

English

Beh mov ed to a I

French

Worsened

No change
CW mov ed from I to I I

French

Stayed the same

Mov ed to I I I s

English

Art

I mprov ed

HW mov ed to a I I but
CW and Beh I s
All improv ed with CW
and Beh mov ing to a I
Beh mov ed to a I
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Although there is a positive trend of improvement across the year in most pupils, the
focus subjects weren’t wholly successful in creating a ‘model’ lesson by following the
specific teacher advice. I was, however, pleased to see many had made
improvements in some of the effort criteria and nearly all of the pupils had the highest
effort grade across all criteria in at least one subject by the end of the year.
When considering the impact of the project one thing I questioned was the reliability
of the effort grading itself. Do staff have a unified and consistent definition of what
outstanding effort looks like? Does this vary according to the relationship staff have
with individuals? In addition, is it a fair test to look to the final progress checks of the
year to measure whether mentoring has been successful if towards the end of year
pupils’ focus and commitment may have waned and the momentum lost?
Herein lies the problem of any piece of action research: can any true impact be
shown through a data collection? My hope and aim was to foster positive learning
habits amongst these pupils, to make them more confident in the classroom and to
inspire them to be passionate about their learning. In my final conversations with the
pupils I didn’t notice a marked change, or have an overwhelming sense that the
things we have been working on would no longer be an issue going into next year.
What did happen were moments of euphoria when they realised they were
improving; smiles on faces and stories from the classroom from pupils who didn’t want
to talk in our first sessions together. Small steps forward. Marginal gains, perhaps?
In conclusion, I believe that engagement is bigger that mentoring and target setting.
One person can focus a child, support and encourage them, but to have a longlasting impact engagement of ALL our pupils needs to be rooted in all classroom
practice across the school.
In my research, there was a notable trend in the assumption of why there was a lack
of engagement in the first place, and most strategies were therefore geared towards
pupils who are actively defiant in the classroom, rather than simply passive or perhaps
lacking confidence. That said, upon reflection, a number of pupils in the Engage
group definitely do act out at times and the more I get to know them, the more I
believe this is rooted in their lack of confidence to succeed, or to be ‘right’. Perhaps
some of our most defiant pupils were once just passive, under-confident ones… or still
are?

Next Steps
•
•
•
•
•

•

Roll out to other year groups using dedicated mentors across subject teams
and pastoral teams, depending on the pupil (more personalised approach);
Focus groups to be smaller; targets more defined; approach more flexible;
‘Experts’ in for seminar sessions - careers/extra-curricular/subject specialists etc;
More parental involvement, for example homework workshops;
Extra-curricular activities to be more linked to targets - encourage a more
rounded approach to school. For example, ‘No Pressure’ clubs that aren’t
centred around a team or competition, but for enjoyment and to be a part of
something;
Apply for a SSAT Leading Edge Innovation Grant to pursue the project further.
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Improving Writing at Key Stage 2
Assistant Head at Whitelands Park, Meera Phillips, explores the use of
impact of ‘success ladders’ and improved grammar knowledge on writing
results across KS2.

Context:
Over the last two years, the End of KS2 results for Writing at Whitelands Park have been
below national averages. With the increased expectations of grammatical elements
in children’s writing to achieve expected standards, we need to ensure that children
are equipped with the tools they need to meet the standards with confidence.

Challenge:
Whitelands Park has not met the national averages in Writing over the last two years.
This, combined with my return to teaching in Year 6 and being the English Subject
Lead, drove me to work to improve children’s attainment in this area.
2016
Whitelands
National
2017
Whitelands
National

Working
at
the
Expected Standards (%)
71
74

Working at
Depth (%)
7
15

Greater

Working
at
the
Expected Standards (%)
60
76.3

Working at
Depth (%)
6
17.7

Greater

Our children have always enjoyed writing, but their achievement was limited by their
competence with grammar and punctuation. Therefore, they were not able to meet
the expected standards according to the National Curriculum. I also found that
teachers were not being explicit enough with their classes, leaving some children
unsure of what exactly was expected of them – a lack of communication.
I wanted to build a manageable two-way communication system between child and
teacher, and so I decided to implement the use of ‘success ladders’ across Key Stage
2. This would allow children to self-assess and teachers to mark writing using agespecific success criteria. Children would be able to quickly see what they had
achieved in their writing, and more importantly – what they needed to improve on.
I also needed to build in time for children to edit and improve their writing (based on
teacher feedback from the success ladder), therefore I made the decision to split
writing tasks up into smaller sections. As Whitelands Park teachers mark every day,
they would be able to fill in the success ladders and provide a ‘halfway target’. This
would give children the chance to focus more closely on a particular part of their
writing, and implement any improvements given by the teacher the very next day –
this immediate feedback would allow them to achieve more of the expected
standards.
Through this research project, I hoped to find that the percentages of those achieving
the expected standards and those working at greater depth (in the End of KS2 tests
2018) would increase and be higher than national averages.
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Innovation:
At first, improving children’s knowledge of grammar and punctuation was the priority.
Teachers needed to use question level analysis from Grammar tests, and specific
areas of weakness from writing to form personalised English planning for their classes.
However, we were also aware that we may lose the children’s motivation for writing
if we constantly focused on the technical aspects, rather than the creative. In a staff
meeting, we discussed the importance of making cross-curricular links, planning
exciting themes and providing ‘real purposes’ for writing. Teachers were able to share
their different experiences of delivering motivating topics for writing.
Another change was implementing the success ladders for Year 2 children as well as
KS2. They were able to use them appropriately and it also helped teachers make clear
judgements about their work – which also had a positive impact on their moderation
from the Local Authority.

Evaluating Impact:
We were really pleased to see that the End of KS2 results for Writing 2018 were:
2018
Whitelands

Working
at
the
Expected Standards (%)
81

Working at
Depth (%)
35

Greater

At this stage, we are unable to compare with this year’s national averages, but they
stand at 5% above last year’s averages for EXS, and 17% above for GDS.
As a class teacher, I could see that the children were really motivated by the success
ladders as they gave clear messages about the standard of their work. They knew
exactly what they needed to do next, and what they were working well on.
Other primary schools have shown interest in our use of success ladders; in a recent
cross-school Writing moderation, many discussions took place about how they were
a clear tool for improving standards.
The system is fully embedded across Year 2 and KS2, success ladders are discussed in
meetings, classrooms, with children and even in assemblies.

Sample of success ladder and writing from
September 2017

Sample of success ladder and writing from the
same child from May 2018
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What next?
•
•
•

How could we use success ladders in other areas of the curriculum?
How can we ensure children continue to enjoy writing?
Is our writing across the school strong enough to take on new changes to the
curriculum in the future?
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What is the impact of extrinsic rewards in the classroom?
A Head of House at Kennet asks whether extrinsic rewards improve
performance in the classroom and attendance of disadvantaged pupils.

Context
As newly appointed Head of St Michael House at Kennet School, I wanted to see the
impact extrinsic rewards and reward schemes could have on the pupils I work with.
We have a House Point and Commendation system where pupils can earn vouchers
for excellent totals and I want to know how effective this is in motivating Michael
House pupils. Traditionally, since I have been at the school, Michael House generally
finish last in the standings of the rewards charts and I wanted to see if I could make a
positive impact through this research.
As with most schools our disadvantaged pupils are the lowest attenders, so I also
wanted to see if a reward scheme could have a positive impact on some of those
key pupils’ attendance.

Challenge
As well as using the school-wide reward system of House Points and Commendations
I had also been part of two other reward schemes. One was aimed at improving the
behaviour and progress of some of the most challenging and dis-engaged pupils in
Year 8, this was called ‘The Endeavour League’, with a focus on Disadvantaged
pupils. The other continues to run with the aim of increasing participation of Year 7
pupils in extra-curricular activities and house events, this is named ‘Rising Stars’.
The Endeavour League: This scheme involved placing the pupils in teams with a
member of staff as their manager/mentor. Pupils would earn a score each week
based on their House Point and Commendations totals and ratings of their work rate
and behaviour from their teachers. There were monthly awards for the best points
scorers and the top teams at the end of the scheme, which lasted the duration of the
Summer term, would be rewarded with a trip to Thorpe Park. The scheme was
extremely successful in that those Year 8 pupils’ behaviour did show great
improvement and this was reflected in the improvement of the school rewards they
earned. In fact, the pupil regarded as the most challenging in the year won the
individual prize for earning the most House Points and Commendations in the scheme.
The scheme was a success due to the fact the extrinsic reward of the trip to Thorpe
Park was something that they desired.
Rising Stars: I was part of a team of 4 that came up with the concept of Rising Stars.
The scheme rewards participation in school and house events across a variety of
areas. Pupils earn bronze, silver and gold awards by completing events from each
section. The sections are:
Fundraising: Charity events
Be Kennet: Attendance, being well dressed etc.
Be Active: Sports Events
Be Creative: Arts events
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Get Academic: Academic accolades
Pupils have to gain stars by completing events from each section and receive the
following rewards:
Bronze: By completing 2 events from each section pupils earn a Bronze badge.
Silver: By completing 4 events from each section pupils earn a Silver badge and £10
voucher.
Gold: By completing 6 events from each section pupils earn a gold badge and a VIP
experience including dinner queue jump passes. There is a non-uniform day for those
pupils who earn Gold and a VIP activity day.
Platinum: All Gold winners were put in the Platinum draw to win an iPad.
This scheme has been extremely successful in improving participation in
extracurricular activities across successive Year 7 cohorts and particularly in improving
the participation of our disadvantaged pupils.
Below you can see the booklet that was used by Year 7 pupils for the scheme:

Figure 1. The activity recording page in the Rising Stars booklet
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Figure 2. The rewards page of the Rising Stars booklet

Both of these schemes were incredibly successful in their short term aims of improving
behaviour and progress and participation in extra-curricular activities. However, on
deeper analysis, a particularly difficult year group continued to be challenging as they
progressed through to year 11 with a number of those pupils being permanently
excluded or leaving school to go to college and so the long-term success in engaging
these pupils was questionable. In addition, as year 7 pupils continue their journey
throughout school, there is still a huge drop-off and decrease in participation among
pupils as they grow older. I wanted to explore these findings further and question why
this might be the case. Is it that extrinsic rewards work in the short term but fail to have
lasting effects on motivation and engagement?

Innovation
As a Head of House, I wanted to create 2 schemes that would invigorate my house. I
wanted to introduce a scheme with the aim of improving the recording of House
Points and Commendations having finished last in the standings every year during the
5 years I have been at the school. I also wanted to introduce a scheme to improve
the attendance of the disadvantaged pupils in my house, an issue that is a nationwide
issue not just one confined to my house or even my school. Below is a description of
the 2 schemes that I came up with:
1) Pizza party reward scheme
Aim: To improve the recording of House Points and Commendations
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My deputy head of house and I started a scheme that took place across the Spring
and Summer terms for the 2017-2018 academic year. We set each year group targets
to achieve within their tutor groups of a number of House Points and Commendations
across the term. This total was an improvement of 33% per tutor group for the entire
year group. If each tutor group achieved their target they would earn a pizza party
on the last day of term where we would order takeaway pizzas and allow them to
bring in food for a final tutor group session of the term party. Each assembly we would
promote the scheme and remind pupils of their targets.

Figure 3. The slide to promote the scheme in assembly showing
year group targets:

2) Cinema tickets rewards for 97%+ attendance of PP pupils.
Aim: To improve the attendance of Year 9 disadvantaged pupils
The second scheme I introduced was a cinema ticket reward scheme for pupils in
Year 9. In year 9 there were some extremely poor attenders in Year 8 which is unusual
so low down the school. Pupils were told if they attended the first half-term with a
figure of 97%+ they would get cinema tickets vouchers for them and a friend. This prize
was selected as our disadvantaged pupils do not always get the same opportunities
to do such activities due to the cost implications. 8 pupils took part in total.

Evaluating Impact:
1) Pizza Party Reward Scheme
Below you can see the results of the first term pizza party reward scheme and the
impact it had on the House’s recording of House Points and Commendations:
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Figure 5 - table showing overall standings at end of Spring Term Michael placed second!

Figure 4. 59% of tutor groups achieved their pizza
targets.

On first glance the Pizza Party Reward Scheme results suggest extrinsic rewards can
increase motivation of pupils to succeed in terms of performance in the class room
and as a result improve the house’s recording of House Points and Commendations.
59% of tutor groups earned their pizza parties at the end of the Spring Term having
improved on the Autumn Term by 33%. This meant that the house went from 4th to 2nd
in the overall rewards standings further implying that extrinsic rewards can have a
positive impact on motivation and achievement.
However, on deeper inspection as
we enter the final weeks of the
Summer term, despite the same
rewards being in place we are
currently back in 4th place in the
rewards standings. It is important to
note that with 3 weeks of term still
remaining the house has improved
by almost 4,000 points on last year’s
totals showing that there has still
been a positive impact.
By contrast, the decrease in the
recording of House Points in the last
week of term meant that only 1 of 12
tutor groups (8%) earned their end of
term pizza parties. This further
supports the observations I made
following on from the previous
reward schemes I had been involved
Figure 6. The current rewards system scores compared to the
with that extrinsic rewards have a previous academic year.
greater level of success in the short
term rather than long term. Once the rewards have been achieved, it seems the
credit of those rewards lose value and as a result we see a decrease in motivation
and that perhaps it is important to keep updating/changing the rewards in order to
achieve longer term results or keep changing schemes entirely.
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1) Cinema ticket reward scheme
Of the 8 pupils in the year 9 focus group, 7 showed an improvement in attendance in
the first half-term compared to the previous year. 5/8 achieved an attendance figure
of 97%+ earning themselves and a friend a free cinema ticket and 2 pupils achieved
100% attendance. This again shows that, on a short-term basis, extrinsic rewards seem
to have a positive impact on pupil motivation whether it be to perform in lessons or
improve attendance.
On the contrary, like with the previous scheme, on further inspection it seems the longterm impact can be questioned.

Fig.7. Attendance data for the 2 pupils who achieved 100% attendance at the end of the first half-term
for the entire year to date.

Looking at the 2 pupils who achieved 100% attendance at the end of the first halfterm it seems that, once the reward was withdrawn, motivation decreased
dramatically as you can see a post-reward decline led to both pupils dropping to
attendance figures below 93%. This further supports the notion that extrinsic rewards
only have a short-term impact and without a constant updating of rewards, they lose
all impact and can even have a negative impact on motivation moving forwards.
In conclusion of my research study I can state the following findings:
•
•

•

Extrinsic rewards are successful in achieving high impact gains in terms of
increasing motivation in the short-term.
In the long-term the rate at which motivation increases declines and can even
lead to a decrease in motivation once the reward has been achieved or is
withdrawn.
Extrinsic rewards need constant updating and more rewards provided once
previous rewards have been achieved in order to maintain new increased
levels of motivation.
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Next steps:
These findings made me consider the intrinsic vs extrinsic motivation debate. I thought
about the things that I am motivated to do and what drives those goals. I am a keen
rugby player and train twice a week. I asked myself the question ‘Why do I remain
motivated to succeed in these areas?’. I do not play rugby to win the extrinsic reward
of a trophy, in fact I could not care less about the trophy as an object, it’s what it
represents. I play in order to feel that sense of pride in being part of a winning team
or that internal feeling of joy when contributing to the team in the form of scoring a
try or making a good tackle. It is purely the intrinsic rewards that make me want to
keep playing every week. I think as a middle leader in my school and as a classroom
practitioner it is my responsibility to give pupils that same feeling of intrinsic gratification
by getting a question right or engaging them in an activity that makes them feel a
sense of pride in their work as that will be a far more effective long-term motivator.
Extrinsic rewards have their place and I will continue to use them as a short-term fix. In
addition, hopefully in getting pupils to aspire to achieve such extrinsic rewards, the
process will trigger intrinsic rewards such as a feeling of self-worth and success that will
be much more beneficial in the long-term, especially when pupils enter the world
outside of school where they will have to be motivated to succeed without constant
extrinsic rewards. After all, is it not our aim as educators to prepare them for life and
improve their chances of being a success?
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Identifying More Able, Gifted and Talented Pupils: A blunt
tool?
Teacher of History and MAGT Coordinator at Kennet, Sam Colvin, asks
whether there is a better way of identifying our More Able, Gifted and
Talented pupils.
At the start of each academic year, the school fills its corridors and classrooms with
excitable and enthusiastic Year 7s, ready to take on the challenges of the secondary
education system. Transition meetings will have been held, and KS2 data analysed,
in order to develop a picture of each child’s progress and potential. In many schools,
based on this narrow range of data, those pupils achieving in the top 10% of their
cohort in Year 6 will be designated as More Able, Gifted and Talented (MAGT).
Françoys Gagné (2003) states: "Gifted students are those whose potential is distinctly
above average in one or more of the following domains of human ability: intellectual,
creative, social and physical. Talented students are those whose skills are distinctly
above average in one or more areas of human performance."1 It seem that simply
taking the top 10% of a cohort cannot possibly account for all of these characteristics.
The Department for Education allows schools a degree of autonomy in their
identification process, advising that the process ‘starts from the principle that there is
no single perfect instrument for identification – institutions are advised to use a ‘best
fit’ model’2. Given this freedom, at Kennet School a decision was made to investigate
the effectiveness of our own system (which currently follows the 10% model), seeking
to ensure improved identification of this group that took into account not only data,
but the individual abilities that pupils may have that cannot be measured by a narrow
range of test results. In effect, we wanted to ‘sharpen’ the measurement tool.

Problems with Key Stage Two data.
In 2013, Ofsted published their research into
provision for the Most Able, seeking to identify the
effectiveness of provision in schools. The results
were worrying; for example ‘65% of pupils who
achieved a Level 5 or above in both English and
Mathematics at the end of Year 6 failed to attain
A* or A grades in both these subjects at GCSE in
2012 in non-selective schools’3 The report reaches Source: Ofsted, June 2013
the conclusion that ‘The survey findings present a discouraging picture of what it
means to be one of the most able students in non-selective secondary schools in
England’4 Yet the basis for measuring future attainment is the Key Stage Two data.
So before teachers face criticism for failing their most able pupils, perhaps this data
should be more closely examined.

Quoted by Swift, Guardian Teacher Network, 2012
Identifying gifted and talented learners, DoE, 2008
3 Ofsted, June 2013
4 Ofsted, June 2013
1
2
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Initially, Kennet School identifies its MAGT cohort based on the top 10% of pupils by
attainment at Key Stage Two. The first problem this presents is the narrow focus of the
data. It is easy to accept that a high performance in Key Stage Two maths would
indicate possible future high attainment in GCSE Maths or A Level Physics. It is much
more difficult to assert that high attainment in Year 6 indicates that a pupil is MAGT
across the curriculum. Being more able in Maths does not automatically preclude a
talent for Drama or History. Additionally, by using the top 10% model to select pupils
on the MAGT programme, we risk overlooking the talent in the creative, technical or
sporting fields; areas that will not be revealed by assessing attainment in Key Stage 2
English and Maths.
The second problem arises with the reliability of the data. Fran Abrahms claims that
‘secondary schools have complained they often find their pupils’ primary school test
scores rather high – that is to say, they may have been artificially inflated by coaching
and cramming’5 She also notes that in ‘2010 Ofqual concluded they were only 85%90% accurate’6 This is in no way a criticism of primary educators; just as secondary
teachers intensively ensure their pupils are ‘exam ready’ at Key Stage Four, primary
teachers would be remiss if they did not do the same. However, in the era of Progress
8, these results will determine much about the pupils’ experience through secondary
school, and particularly if they are being used to identify the MAGT cohort of an
intake, it needs to be accurate. It is worth remembering that these assessments were
developed to assess progress at the end Key Stage Two, not to identify MAGT pupils.
It is a fact of life that some pupils come from environments that have the time and
resources to provide much more additional support to their children than others.
Access to revision guides and additional tuition inevitably skews the scales of
assessment in favour of a minority. Pierre Bourdieu termed this ‘Cultural Capital’; the
idea that parents who hold the skills needed to succeed in life pass these on to their
children. Bourdieu argued ‘that it is the power of the ruling classes that allows them
to define the knowledge and skills that are valued, and to… ensure their children are
in the best position’7 to take advantage of this. Conversely pupils classed as coming
from a disadvantaged background may be just as ‘able’ but lack the support and
resources needed to help them toward the top 10% in the Key Stage Two SATs. It may
be an old debate and Bourdieu’s views maybe too Marxist for some, but the ‘Nature
vs Nurture’ factor has to have some influence on the data we are using to identify our
more able pupils.
Feinstein and Symons noted that ‘very high parental interest is associated with better
exam results, than for children whose parents show no interest. Children with very
interested parents progressed 15-17% more in mathematics and reading between
ages 11-16.’8 This therefore poses the question: Are the top 10% of pupils ‘more able’
or simply ‘more advantaged?’ It is of course dangerous to generalise, not all high

Abrams, F, 2017
Abrams, F, 2017
7 Roberts et al, 2015
8 Feinstein,L & Symons, J (1999), quoted in The Impact of Parental Involvement on Children’s
Education
5
6
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performers come from supportive backgrounds and not all underachievers are
disadvantaged, yet the issue needs to be taken into account.

The role of Cognitive Ability Testing
Many schools adopt an alternative measure to identify the needs of their learners,
specifically the Cognitive Ability Test. This measures verbal, non-verbal, mathematical
and spatial skills, without a need for specific curriculum knowledge. An unusually high
result in one or more areas can be used to pinpoint ability that is above the national
average; conversely a depression in one of the results, for example the verbal battery,
could indicate an additional educational need such as dyslexia. At one school, Steve
Walters introduced CAT testing for Year 7, observing that ‘using SATs alone, we merely
captured a snapshot of a child’s ability. And, as the SATs involve a degree of tutoring
to the test, they did not give us an accurate picture of a pupil’s strengths and
weaknesses. Introducing the test has helped us to provide our strongest students with
challenges and the weakest with support.’9
Whilst this would seem to be a more useful identification model, with the added
benefit of identifying needs across the range of ability, two barriers exist. Firstly, the
cost can be prohibitive for large cohorts and secondly there may be resistance to
from parent who already feel their children are over tested in the current system.
However, I believe that the benefits are worth it, and not just in terms of MAGT. Better
identification leads to better provision and brings with it greater engagement and
achievement. As Walters goes on to say, ‘We are also seeing an impact on our exam
results. In 2010, 71 per cent of students achieved five or more A* to C grades in their
GCSEs, including English and maths. Last year, the figure had risen to 82 per cent,’10
giving a snapshot of how CAT data can be harnessed across the curriculum.

Implications for Kennet School
Ideally, Cognitive Ability Testing would make the identification of More Able pupils
much easier, but as this was not available at Kennet School a decision was made to
modify the definitions and identifications we used to try to achieve a ‘better fit’.
Rather than globally skimming off the top 10% of pupils, we decided to refine the
identification process to take into account differences in subject potentials. As a
result, MAGT pupils will be identified based on the following criteria:
More able/Gifted:
Defined at Kennet as the top 10% of pupils based on prior KS2 attainment in all
subjects except PE, Drama, Dance, Languages and Music
Exceptionally able/Gifted:
Defined at Kennet as the top 3% of pupils measured by actual achievement across
the whole curriculum
Talented:
Teachers can nominate pupils at any point in the school year when they identify
talent in one of the following subjects: Art, Music, Drama, Dance, PE, Languages
or extracurricular activities

9

Walters, S, 2012, SecEd
Walters, S, 2012, SecEd
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The aim is to move away from labelling the entire group as globally gifted, separating
out potential from attainment, and to leave the identification of ‘Gifted or Talented’
to the classroom teacher for certain subjects which cannot be easily correlated to
Maths and English SAT results
The MAGT group will be tracked as a cohort and offered opportunities and
enrichment as a group. Some of them will also inevitably be identified as Gifted or
Talented; and will follow additional individual programmes to nurture this (See
Appendix A). More importantly, the way is now open for teachers to make quick online referrals when they spot outstanding potential in the classroom, something a
number of colleagues, particularly those teaching creative subjects, welcome as it
removes the frustration of just being told a pupil is AGT with little concrete evidence
other than their English and Maths SAT results.
This new system is far from perfected, but is a stepping stone toward better
identification of MAGT pupils. Much more needs to be done in terms of research and
training to refine the systems. It is worth noting that previous research by Denton &
Postlethelwhaite showed that ‘teachers were relatively ineffective agents of the
identification process, failing to identify more than half of their 'gifted' pupils’11 . This is
a strong indicator that much more work needs to be done with regard to both
identification and provision if schools are going to truly embrace quality teaching for
all.
Too often the current system rewards those that have already had exposure to
opportunities that improve their academic outcomes; they may appear to be more
able as a consequence of their personal circumstances. The hidden talent, often
masked by underachievement or disengagement, deserves to be identified and
enriched too.

Further Reading
Identifying gifted and talented learners – getting started
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110907134700/https://www.education
.gov.uk/publications/eOrderingDownload/Getting%20StartedWR.pdf
Testing to support year 7 transition – Steve Walters, 2012
http://www.sec-ed.co.uk/best-practice/testing-to-support-year-7-transition/
The most able students: Are they doing as well as they should in our non-selective
secondary schools?
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attac
hment_data/file/405518/The_most_able_students.pdf
Profiles of the gifted and talented -Betts, G., Neihart M.(1988) , Gifted Child Quarterly
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Denton & Postlethelwhaite, 1984
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Achieving Best Behaviour in Tutor Time
A Deputy Head of House, Jo Allen, considers what is needed to achieve
good or excellent behaviour during tutor times, particularly the afternoon
registrations and PSHE tutor sessions?

Challenge
Not all students treat afternoon tutor time as they would any other lesson. This can
lead to issues with poor behaviour and disruption to learning.
The school pastoral report for Autumn term of 2017 stated that over the course of this
term 20 behaviour forms had been filled out for issues during tutor time, consisting of 0
in Year 7, 3 in Year 8, 5 in Year 9, 9 in Year 10 and 3 in Year 11. As you can see in the
chart below, there are a number of subjects with similar if not more behaviour slips
being issued. However, it is a concern that students have misbehaved so badly to
have been issued a behavioural form when tutor sessions are of such a shorter period
to that of a normal lesson. This would have an impact on the relationship between the
tutor and that student and the ability for the tutor to carry out normal tutor time tasks.
If vital PSHE teaching is not able to be delivered effectively due to tutors having to
deal with behaviour issues this could lead to students not having the full understanding
of the impact of their actions regarding areas such as online and text bullying or the
laws around sexual relationships.

Innovation
My main challenges are the individuals themselves who are misbehaving and the
value they place on tutor sessions, managing a number of different students from
different tutors so as to support the class tutor effectively.
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I wished to research this topic to help improve behaviour overall at tutor time and to
allow tutors to deliver the work expected of them without interruption. I hoped with
implementing some changes, tutor sessions would run more smoothly.
My initial action was to speak to the tutors themselves to discuss who in their tutor
groups had been causing disruption so that myself and the Head of House were
aware. We logged behaviour forms alongside this however wanted to ensure we
were aware of issues before they got so serious to need a form. I also encouraged
tutors to make contact with myself or the Head of House more promptly when they
needed support so we could take action sooner rather than later. Assistance that was
provided for tutors have included:
•

•

•

•

Removal of a student from tutor time for a week or longer if needed. This
allowed the tutor to regain a sense of order with the rest of the tutees. Once
the removal time was completed, a meeting was held between the student,
tutor, Deputy Head of House and Head of House to reinforce tutor expectations
to the student and the consequences if they were not followed.
Withdrawal policy – tutors were reminded of the option to withdraw a student
from their classroom and send them to St Michael house office in a similar way
they would with a subject lesson.
Student permanently changed to another tutor group. This was a more
extreme measure if the relationship had completely broken down between the
student and the tutor.
Student permanently moved houses. This has been applied not purely based
on tutor behaviour but behaviour across the school. A change of house has
meant in the past a full change of timetable, sometimes needed as a “fresh
start” from persistent poor behaviour.

Results
In the pastoral report for the Spring Term, we saw the following results:
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For tutor time in the Spring term, 13 forms were written for year 8, an increase of 10
from the previous term. However only 2 forms were written for year 9, showing a
decrease of 3. Year 10 painted a similar picture to that of year 8, jumping from 9 to 15
forms issued. Year 11 increased by 1 from 3 to 4.
During my research, there were a number of year 9 students withdrawn from tutor time
and one student who moved tutor groups. On the whole, this resulted in an
improvement in behaviour. In year 10, two students were permanently moved houses.

Next steps
As a result of my research, I need to apply more support and focus to the year 8 and
year 10 cohorts, looking at supporting the tutors in more depth in the hope these
numbers can be brought down.
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Problem Solving at KS5. Are they Wasting their Time?
A Science Teacher at Kennet looks at the extent to which Cognitive Load Theory’s
‘five-minute rule’ applies to our A Level students and considers the implications of this.

Context
CLT indicates that spending more than five minutes “stuck” on a problem is wasted
time. At this point students begin to engage in what is known as “means end analysis”
[1]. This is in essence a trial and error method that does not result in any long-term
learning.
CLT was developed by John Sweller. He published a paper on the subject in the
journal Cognitive Science in 1988 [2]. "Cognitive load" relates to the amount of
information that working memory can hold at one time. CLT is an area of research
that has huge implications for teaching and learning and it is for this reason that I was
interested in investigating its impact on the learners at Kennet school. CLT has a vast
amount to say about student learning and as such I chose to look at one specific
area, “The 5 Minute Rule”.

Research
In order to determine whether our students are effectively wasting time, I designed a
survey to evaluate this. In discussion with my project supervisor, we agreed that it
would be interesting to look at the split between how students approach favourite
topics compared with least favourite. Below is the list of questions students were
surveyed on:
1. How often do you feel “stuck” whilst completing work for this subject?
2. When you become stuck, how long on average do you think you spend on a
question?
3. When you are stuck on a problem which of the following things do you attempt
to do to become “unstuck”? (tick all that apply)
4. Do you know what a question wants you to do when it begins with these words?
(tick all that apply)
5. Overall, which topic(s) do you find yourself becoming stuck most often in?

Results
Figures 1 through 4 show graphs of the responses to the surveys. Blue is favourite and
red is least favourite. The y-axis for all four is number of responses.
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Summary of findings:
1. Students get “stuck” more often when working on their least favourite subject.
2. >25% of our students are spending more than 5 mins on questions when stuck.
3. Students are more likely to ask a friend for help than their teacher.
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4. Students are most likely to get stuck on questions when they have to “discuss”,
irrespective of favourite/least favourite.

Research Method
Advantages of surveys include having a large population and therefore a greater
statistical power and the ability to gather large amounts of information. However,
surveys are limited. I have assumed complete honesty and that students can
accurately reflect on their effort. The timing of a survey can be important as opinion
can change over time. Surveys are a powerful tool but the results they provide should
be caveated with the knowledge of their limitations. [3]

Implications for Kennet School
If we work on the assumption that CLT holds true, then clearly a lot of our students are
spending excessive time on problems that would be better spent elsewhere. The
publishing of this document will allow this information to be disseminated to Kennet
staff. Teaching staff should dissuade students from spending too long on questions
and encourage them to access appropriate help when they become stuck.
Bibliography
[1] https://gregashman.wordpress.com/2017/05/13/four-ways-cognitive-load-theoryhas-changed-my-teaching%EF%BB%BF/
[2] https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1207/s15516709cog1202_4
[3] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3964639/
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Deepening Mathematical Understanding using
Manipulatives in the Primary Classroom
Amanda Grimes, a teacher and KS1 leader from Whitelands Park, asks whether
increased use of manipulatives within the classroom deepens children’s
understanding of mathematics?

Challenge
As a primary school, we have identified that our children do not all have the same
foundation of knowledge in maths and that there are gaps in their learning. Our
children are able to answer maths questions and complete sums but they are not
always able to apply their knowledge to help with problem solving. The children do
not consistently make links between mathematical concepts. Some children do not
have the basic building blocks in place or are missing vital elements to enable them
to build on and deepen their understanding of mathematical concepts. Some of the
children’s learning has been based on procedure, memorising information and using
tricks rather than having a true understanding of what they are doing and why.
Therefore, some of the children find it hard to explain what they have done and why
or to explain how they know if their answers are correct or incorrect.
As we explored why there is a disparity amongst the children’s mathematical
understanding we realised that the use of manipulatives was not being implemented
consistently or in some cases at all across the school. Based on educational research
we know that the concrete stage is vital for children’s mathematical understanding
before moving on to pictorial or abstract representations. If our children are missing
this important stage in some areas, then they will not have the solid foundations to
build upon. I wanted to find out if children using manipulatives would develop a more
solid understanding of a mathematical concept, and whether this would then help
them to discuss their ideas and help them to be able to represent their mathematical
thinking.
Manipulatives can be important tools in helping students to think and reason in more
meaningful ways. By giving students concrete ways to compare and operate on
quantities, such manipulatives as pattern blocks, tiles, and cubes can contribute to
the development of well-grounded, interconnected understandings of mathematical
ideas.” – Stein and Bovalino (2001)
As we know a picture is worth a thousand words therefore in the teaching of abstract
concepts manipulatives give children that picture, helping children to move from
those concrete experiences to abstract reasoning.

Innovation
Initially I was going to use a questionnaire to find out children’s thoughts and feelings
about mathematics and the use of manipulatives. However, I realised that this would
not really give me the information that I needed. Following discussions with a
colleague I decided to film children trying to solve and discuss a mathematical
problem. I did this towards the beginning of the academic year, when they had not
had much exposure or experience of using manipulatives. I repeated this exercise
towards the end of the academic year once they had been trained in how to use
them. I carried this out with a group of children in KS1 who are of different abilities.
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When completing the problem, the children had a range of manipulatives available
to them which they could use if they wished. The children attempted to solve the same
problem at the start of the year and at the end of the year so that I could compare
whether there was a difference in their understanding and reasoning of the problem.
I was also interested to see if they would choose to use the manipulatives available to
help them.

Evaluating Impact
The impact that the use of manipulatives has had on the children’s ability to explain
and represent their work has been remarkable. When I recorded the children at the
beginning of the year they either did not touch the manipulatives and tried to solve
the problem in their head or by drawing confusing pictures or they did select
manipulatives to use but did not use them in a meaningful or helpful way. The children
also did not really talk about what they were doing. If I asked them questions I got one
word or vague answers showing that the children did not really understand why they
were using the method that they had chosen.
Later in the year when I recorded them again they were able to explain in full
sentences what they were doing and why. All of them choose to use manipulatives
and represented the problem in different ways both pictorially and through the use of
manipulatives. The children were also confidently able to explain how they knew that
they had got the correct answer as they could refer to these representations.
The children have been trained throughout the year how to use the manipulatives to
help them and how they could use pictorial representation to further help to explain
and check their working.
It should be noted that the children have also been taught maths using a mastery
approach this year and have been using sentence stems in order to develop their use
of full sentences and mathematical language when discussing their work. This has
definitely had an impact on their ability to reason and explain their thinking.

Fig 1. A child's attempt to solve a problem in November
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Fig 2. The same child solving the same problem in April

The sort of leap evident in the children’s understanding can be seen in the images
above, which show the same child solving the same problem just 5 months apart. In
November, no manipulatives were used and the child was unable to answer the
question. By April, the child not only answered the question, but was able to offer and
explain several different ways to represent this.

Next Steps
Continue to embed the use of manipulatives across the school.
Carry out the same research in KS2.
Continue to monitor the original group of children to see how their understanding
progresses as they move through the school.
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GCSE intervention in Modern Foreign Languages: What are
the best strategies for improving listening skills?
KS4 MFL Coordinator Laura McDougall evaluates the most effective strategies in MFL
for improving pupils’ performance in the GCSE listening exam while making the most
efficient use of pupils’ and teachers’ time?

Challenge
As co-ordinator of KS3 and KS4 French I chose to focus my project on raising
attainment in MFL at KS4. With this Year 11 cohort being the first to sit the new
MFL GCSE, this academic year has been a key time for re-thinking our
approach to intervention in MFL. Intervention for the legacy GCSE had shortterm goals, mostly focused on preparing for and completing controlled
assessments. In contrast to this, intervention for the new linear GCSE needs to
prepare pupils for the deeper level of knowledge required for the final exams
with an emphasis on long-term retention, so this seemed an obvious line of
enquiry.
With the demands on many pupils to attend extra intervention sessions for
multiple subjects, combined with the limited amount of time teachers have
available for such sessions, it is essential that we use the sessions, and other
resources available to us, in the most efficient way possible to have maximum
impact.
I started with no particular intervention focus in mind, but I later focused on
listening skills, in response to consultation with staff and pupils (see below) and
also because listening has historically been the weakest area in our GCSE
results. Furthermore, it was the weakest skill in this Year 11 cohort’s mock exam
results.

Innovation
To begin with I considered all forms of intervention, including: timetabled
teacher support in KS4 classes; the MFL clinic after school every Tuesday; other
regular and ad-hoc sessions for individuals or small groups of pupils unable to
attend the clinic, or who need more intensive support; and holiday sessions
focused on a particular skill.
In a department meeting discussion that I led about intervention, it became
clear that timetabled teacher support in lessons was highly valued and was
already being used effectively in a variety of ways, for example one-to-one
support with particular pupils or splitting the class into two. The main
conclusions from a discussion about extra intervention sessions were that they
should be exam-focused and in small groups so that they could be targeted
and pitched at the right level.
In my survey of Year 11 pupils, listening practice was considered to be the most
helpful activity they had done in any type of MFL intervention, and improving
their progress in MFL was the most motivating factor for attending extra
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intervention sessions. While not being able to attend was one of the biggest
barriers to their attendance, interestingly the other was the work being too
difficult. This again highlighted the need for intervention to be in small groups
so that it could be pitched at just the right level for the pupils.
This feedback from staff and pupils, combined with the results from the Year 11
mock exams, persuaded me to focus my project on the use of extra
intervention sessions to improve listening skills. Rather than expecting pupils to
attend the MFL clinic long-term, I ran three-week intervention courses, for a
different group of 3/4 and 4/5 borderline pupils each time, and letters were
sent home so that parents and pupils knew that sessions was compulsory.
Optional lunchtime sessions were also provided for higher tier pupils.
Following research into Gianfranco Conti’s methods for improving listening
skills, the first session worked at the word, then sentence, then text level. The
second session involved a wide range of listening comprehension tasks
requiring pupils to tune into the French in different ways and for different
purposes. Only in the third session did we tackle GCSE-style listening questions,
whereas in previous years they would have been the main focus. I also ran an
Easter holiday intervention session for the speaking exam and a walking talking
mock for the listening and reading exams, but these were not the focus of my
project.
During these listening intervention sessions, it struck me that even the most able
pupils were struggling to understand words which look like the English word with
the same meaning but sound very different. This was forming a huge barrier to
pupils’ understanding of listening texts and led me to come up with a list of
‘Difficult Friends’. I shared this with an MFL Facebook group, compiled other
members’ suggestions and created a shared document for the department to
contribute to and use. I then practised these with pupils in subsequent
intervention sessions, and in Year 10 and Year 11 lessons I started picking these
types of words out of a listening task and practising them with pupils before
tackling the listening task with them.

Evaluating Impact
Until this year’s GCSE results are published, it is impossible to know exactly what
impact my project has had on pupils’ attainment. However, there were some
very interesting findings for me.
Firstly, the model of a three-week intervention course did not work due to low
attendance because for many pupils it takes a while (and sometimes several
reminders and communications with parents) for them to remember to attend
every week, and the three-week course did not allow for this. Also, pupils
sometimes missed one or two sessions for genuine reasons, e.g. illness or oneoff rehearsals. However, the smaller groups were definitely more effective as I
was able to pitch the session at just the right level.
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Finally, I also found that the methodology for improving listening skills was
effective in helping me to pinpoint pupils’ areas of weakness and work on them
in a targeted way. Practising key ‘Difficult Friends’ before listening tasks also
provided a level of scaffolding which helped pupils to perform better.

Next Steps
We will need to continue to limit numbers at intervention and only invite pupils
for whom it will have the biggest impact, and there should still be a particular
focus for a series of sessions, e.g. one skill per half-term. Pupils will need to
attend for much longer than three weeks, but the requirement for them to
attend could be reviewed on a termly or half-termly basis to boost their
motivation to attend. Finally, there should still be separate provision for all pupils
to get extra support even if they are not invited to intervention.
I am already starting to build listening practice into my lessons in a more
structured way, aiming to follow at least some aspects of Gianfranco Conti’s
model, and I have booked a place on one of his courses in July. I will also
continue to develop my use of ‘Difficult friends’ with all year groups. The fact
that pupils find these so difficult highlights the need to do more work on phonics
and the sound-spelling link at Key Stage 3, so all of this will feed into the new
Year 7 scheme of work that I am currently working on for September.

Bibliography
http://www.sec-ed.co.uk/best-practice/interventions-to-raise-attainment-in-mfl-1/
https://gianfrancoconti.wordpress.com/2017/01/25/eleven-intervention-strategiesfor-underachieving-l2-listeners/
https://gianfrancoconti.wordpress.com/2015/06/16/seven-micro-listeningenhancers-you-may-not-be-using-often-enough-in-your-lessons/
https://gianfrancoconti.wordpress.com/2015/08/18/more-micro-listening-enhancersfor-the-foreign-language-classroom/
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Rebranding AGT: “Application, Growth and Tenacity”
PE Teacher and Dept. AGT Lead Georgia Marriott, looks at how a rebrand and
restructure of the well-established Able Gifted and Talented scheme has an impact
on the attitude to pupils within lessons and extra-curricular clubs.

Challenge
The term ‘Able Gifted and Talented’ is used widely in the field of education. Most
students and teachers understand that, if you are labelled as one of these, you are
achieving above and beyond what is expected of you. However, what isn’t clear, is
the meaning of each individual word and that many different sources will give
different meanings to each of them.
Schools are increasingly concerned with meeting the needs of every pupil and I
believe it to be very important to support and stretch those that are most able, as a
matter of course. Whilst the sentiment is good, I feel the programme is just an added
extra, as opposed to an integral part of school life. In addition, it adds an elitist
dimension to schools and leaves parents questioning why their child isn’t gifted or
talented. Upon reading ‘Bounce: The Myth of Talent and the Power of Practice’ by
Matthew Syed, it opened my eyes to a deeper thinking into whether children are born
with natural talent or simply need to be given the opportunities to develop.
After being at my current school for 1 year, I began to notice that the pupils who were
being put down as AG&T in PE were those who had achieved highly in other subjects.
In addition, we were only noticing the talent from pupils who were able to perform in
the sport that we provided, rather than what they did externally. After some thought
and some valuable help from a colleague, it was decided that we needed to focus
on not just the physical talent but the social talent such as leadership and
understanding. Therefore, the aim of this study was in the hope that re-branding it as
Application, Growth and Tenacity would give pupils the understanding that to be
AGT, you need to work hard and continue working hard, be determined and apply
yourself. In addition, we realised the importance of noticing the achievements of
pupils in external settings, which is why we focused on PE and sport as two separate
entities.
This wasn’t completely straight forward. It soon became apparent that it was difficult
to find out the achievements of all pupils outside of school and what standard they
competed at. We relied on the pupils telling us what standard they had reached,
which admittedly wasn’t always valid. For that reason, the ambiguity around this topic
became very apparent.

Innovation
The change was discussed in department meetings, along with individual
conversations with colleagues. The first stage was to discuss what made a pupil fit into
this category and why. Secondly, letters were sent home to inform parents of the
change and what category their pupil was in: Sport or physical education.
AGT within Physical Education involves those pupils who show a high level of
attainment in the 3 assessed areas of the curriculum: Knowledge; application and
understanding.
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The aim of this programme has been to identify and develop the abilities of all
students. Therefore, to support the theory that all pupils can develop and maintain an
ability to perform a particular skill or to acquire a strength and understanding in a
coaching or creative situation, 5 areas need to be assessed during each key stage:
Cognitive; creative; personal; physical and social.

AGT within sport is concerned with supporting already identified students who are
registered and are actively involved in competing at a high level of sporting
competition: county; regional; national; international.

Evaluating impact
An online survey was created to see what impact this change had on the pupils. A
sample of 20 students, 10 boys and 10 girls were chosen from our AGT register to take
part with an even split between PE and Sport. The questions and results are as follows:
What other roles have you taken on since being chosen for the PE or Sport AGT
register?
40% of those who were identified as AGT in Sport had said that their roles hadn’t
changed within a school setting and they often found it hard to compete in school
teams due to other commitments outside of school. In contrast to this, approximately
70% of pupils chosen as AGT in PE chose to take on more of a leadership role within
the school, whether it be organising teams or choosing to be part of the leadership
scheme.
What impact has being chosen had on your self-esteem?
99% of students said that it had boosted their self-esteem and they felt proud of being
chosen and having their picture displayed on the board. Only one pupil felt slightly
embarrassed by this.
Do you believe this to be a positive change?
All students questioned said they believed this to be a positive change due to a
deeper understanding of what makes them AGT and the realisation that you don’t
need to be a top class athlete and that you don’t need to only hold the relevant skills
for sports that are played within school.
Have you been identified as AGT in any other subjects?
Approximately 70% of students recognised as AGT in PE and sport were also AGT in
other subjects such as maths, English, languages and technology.

Next steps
The department will continue to evaluate the success of the re-brand and structure.
It has its cons, as detailed slightly in the body of the text. In the future, we would need
to consider how we choose the pupils and to ensure there is consistency throughout
the department. In addition, there needs to be a discussion on what sports we focus
on and to what standard to ensure we don’t go above the standard top 10% in each
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year group. Labelling pupils is great for their self-esteem but we need to think about
what happens to those who haven’t been chosen and allow them to work out how
they can achieve this.
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